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Hi all,
Somewhat foolishly, I have signed up to take part in the Jane Tomlinson Appeal 10th Anniversary Challenge.
This mammoth 8 day challenge involves completing the Paris Marathon ahead of a 6 day cycle route to London ahead of the London
Marathon via Hull and the Jane Tomlinson Appeal’s home turf of Yorkshire. 652 miles in 8 days!
It is 10 years since Jane Tomlinson, CBE, ran the London marathon for the first time, the first terminally ill breast cancer patient to complete
it.
With this April marking the 10th anniversary a truly ‘marathon’ endurance challenge has been set and I will be taking part alongside Jane’s
husband Mike and daughter Rebecca.
I will be raising money for: -•The Jane Tomlinson Appeal, who help children's and cancer charities across Yorkshire, the UK and the globe.•
The Leeds Rugby Foundation, based at Headingley stadium, who promote community participation and work to transform young peoples’
lives through the power of sport by fighting social inequality. •Kidz in Kampz, based in Holt Park in Leeds, who fund programs for children
displaced by conflict in refugee camps on the Thai/ Burmese
border
So please can I ask you to support me – and to make my pain and discomfort worthwhile! If you are able to sponsor me there are 3 easy
ways to do it:
•Go to my Justgiving page at http://www.justgiving.com/Greg-Mulholland-Jane-Tomlinson-Challenge
1.
2.

•Text 70070 with the code ‘GMJT70’ followed by the amount. eg: GMJT70 £10
•Send cheques payable to the Jane Tomlinson Appeal to My Holt Park
Office at Wainwright House, 12 Holt Park Centre, Leeds, West Yorkshire,
LS16 7SR

3.

Drop cash off at the office
All size of donations are very welcome so please give whatever you can
to help these excellent charities and to give me the motivation I need
to take this on!
Thanks so much for any support you can give.
Best wishes,
Greg
Greg Mulholland MP
Member of Parliament for Leeds North West
Tel: 0113 226 6519
Fax 0113 267 2237
www.gregmulholland.org
I apologise if you have already received this message; and a big thank
you if you have already shown your support for my marathon challenge!
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